Flowering Rain Boots
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To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at sharon@inkup.us or just go to
my store and order.
Supplies:
 Stamps: Flowering Rain Boots (157689)
 Ink: Pear Pizzazz (147104), Poppy Parade (147050), Mango Melody (147093)
 Paper: Basic White (159276), Poppy Parade (119793)
 Designer Paper: Flowering Fields (157670)
 Tools & Accessories: Rain Boots Dies (157690), Label Me Fancy Punch (151297)
 Other: Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430)
Measurements:
 Card Base: Basic White (8 ½ x 5 1/5”, folded at 4 ¼”)
 Cardstock #2: Basic White (4 ¼ x 5 ½” for diamond-shaped die cut, punch piece, and
stamped boots/stems/tulips die cuts)
 Cardstock #3: Poppy Parade (1 cut at 4 x 5 ¼”, 1 cut at 2 x 4 ¾”)
 Designer Series Paper: Mango Melody pattern cut at 3 ¾ x 5” and Tulip pattern cut at
1 ¾ x 4 ½”

Instructions:
 Use diamond border die to die cut Basic White cardstock along one edge of the 4 ¼ x
5 ½” piece of cardstock. Use Label Me Fancy Punch to cut 1 punchout from this Basic
White piece.









Use the remaining space on this piece of paper to stamp the rain boots in Mango
Melody ink, the stems in Pear Pizzazz ink, and the tulips in Poppy Parade ink. Die cut
with the matching dies in the Rain Boots Dies.
Use Poppy Parade ink to stamp sentiment on punch out label.
Attach the Mango Melody piece of Designer Series Paper to the large Poppy Parade
cardstock. Attach the Tulip Designer Series Paper to the smaller Poppy Parade layer.
Layer these two panels as shown in photo.
Attach to card front, then attach diamond border die cut to card front, as shown in photo.
Attach stems to front of boots, then layer boots and stems over top of diamond border
on card front.
Use Stampin’ Dimensionals to attach tulip flowers die cut to the card front.
Use Stampin’ Dimensionals to attach greeting, overlapping boots.

*You can save 10% by purchasing the stamps and dies as a bundle, Flowering Rain Boots
Bundle (157691).

